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About This Game

Miami Cruise is a game inspired by retrowave aesthetics.
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You're a hovercar driver, on an infinite beautiful map, you need to dodge other cars that will come across in order to stay alive.

By getting close to them you will gain score and increase your combo, keep your feet on the accelerator if you want to keep your
combo, and never get off the road too long or you might die.

Your score will be published on the leaderboard, will you be the best among your friends.. or maybe in the world ?

Take a ride, and chill out.

Features :

 Arcade mode (solo)
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 Beautiful retrowave aesthetics

 Amazing synthwave tracks

 Controller support

 Steam leaderboard

 Steam stats & achievements

 Windows & Mac supported, Linux soon available
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Title: Miami Cruise
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
MK Games
Publisher:
MK Games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+

Processor: i3 1.8 ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 / Intel HD 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Great game engine, however the lack of motion and animation lets it down, You can only animate from a model import!
moving forward would like to see a animation system in this engine, The lighting effects in this engine has some of the best
spots I have seen including unreal engine and unity, this has amazing lighting system with more features and it's real shame you
can't animate them in movement for example a stage lighting scene .. Frog Climbers is an excellent party game, a ton of fun
with a group of friends (even those who don't usually play games).

Several friends and I recently played using a combo of PS4 and wired XBOX controllers connected to my steam link and
everyone had a great time.

After "Mount Your Friends" was a huge success with my group of friends (especially while drinking) I stumbled upon this game
and thought it might result in similar fun. Just over half of our group preferred this game. This is frantic and hilarious action, the
random map generation set by difficulty level is very well done and along with the gameplay modifiers makes for excellent
replayability.. OH MY GOD THIS GAME IS SO HARD AND IT MAKES ME REALLY ANGRY BUT AT THE SAME
TIME ITS REALLY FUN AND I WANT TO BEAT IT BUT I DONT THINK I WILL EVER BE ABLE TO BECAUSE IM
SO BAD BUT FOR SOME REASON I KEEP ON TRYING.. Gets boring real quick, but still super fun until then.. refund takes
space in my library trash game. Fast powerful

Nice

Big

Goes up 152 MPH

Might find a skin for it

Bus its very nice and i hope you enjoy the sanarios i will be making with this luxorius train. imj nair buccaneers uyyou have to
play a game of battleships in the sky vs asome COLOMGS ** VIKING S AAND & BUCCCNANERS...
t owin game u are in charge of fly to ship or to shoot to cannon in

los of people r gonna love ir baby. it`s best game EVER in which i PlAyEd. A really fun casual game. Shame is a bit short but
replayability is great.
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Less than two hours of gameplay and no replay value...not worth it at any price!. For 49 cents, this game does exactly what you'd
expect a flash game to do. It's cute, although I wish what was advertised in some of the drama of the ads actually made it into
the game - the ads are more humorous than the gameplay itself. Some clever cutscenes between levels would have taken this
thing to cult-epic level, which I kind of expected based on the previews and was disappointed not finding.

In terms of the gameplay itself, overall it handles fine for what you're doing. I wish there was more variance in enemy design
and some of the movements borderline on cheeseball in terms of a manufactured difficulty based on luck rather that difficulty
based more on skill, which hits at the core gameplay. It felt like a slightly out of balance arcade game, which is fine, but could
have been mitigated easily without adding any real production cost.

Cute game, fun way to drink a couple of beers and kill a couple of hours. And then likely never play again. As long as you're in
specifically for just that level of experience, then that's what you get here. 25 cents an hour sounds about right for the price.. A
fairly easy game, quick to learn and fun when you want some time well spent.

For all the puzzlers out there: No, it is not a diehard puzzle game. Just do it for the cute story and fun time.. AMAZING fun
with friends! It's like BomberMan meets Mario Party! I'm excited to stream this, this was such a great experience! Will
definitely be playing this on a regular basis! Keep up the great work, David! 9\/10. I really wanted to like this game but there are
too many faults right now
1) the sqatting at the poles doesnt let you see much
2) you can literally fun past the end of the track - bad
3) there seems to be no way to reset the game - the cotrollers dont function
4) there is just too little game for the price point - 2 distances no turning

JPO. Pretty decent top down shooter with a almost galaga feel. There are only two different ships and three different stages
(four if you include the bonus stage) which means the game won't take a lot of time to complete, however the game has a lot of
replay value which means the limited selection doesn't really take anything away from it.

Also, FIRST!!!!

The Annex Collection - Coming Soon:

The Annex Collection - 3rd October 2017. Restoration News!:
Storybook Contest on the way! Stay Tuned!
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Fixed some bugs. But won't even count this as a minor update to be honest. Please enjoy your holidays and have a good new
years! 2018!. [UPDATE] v3.0.6:
Hi everyone! How are you today?

BIOSZARD Corporation got a new update, check it out:

-=-=-=-=-=-
v3.0.6
-=-=-=-=-=-

CRITICAL Bug fixed: depending on character choose player got stuck on elevator 1 forever.
CRITICAL Bug fixed: a troll Spitter Zombie was spawning behind walls on level 2-1 (Labs1), making it very difficult to spot
and kill.
Bug fixed: Toxic Zombie carcass with very low resolution, with some blur on it sprite.

This is all for now.

-=-=-=-=-=-

I'm planning to implement some major changes in the next few days:

 Add a minimap

 Add fire breath to Satan unlockable character

Please, report ANY bug you may found.. NEW DLC NOW AVAILABLE for Hyperdimension Neptunia Re;Birth3!:

Get Nepucated this holiday season with a brand-new DLC! We are excited to announce a new DLC for the Hyperdimension
Neptunia™ Re;Birth 3 titled, "Let's Get Nepucated." The DLC is NOW AVAILABLE with a WEEKLONG 20%
DISCOUNT off the $1.99 price!
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Let's Get Nepucated!
Let's Get Nepucated DLC unlocks a special event, called "Nepucation," where Neptune asks questions to the player. Get to
know Neptune better by asking her select questions!

Check out the new "Let's Get Nepucated!" DLC here!

And as a friendly reminder, Neptunia™ fans can pick up and revisit the Re;Birth series at an 80% discount! The Re;Birth series,
as well as many IFI published Steam titles are discounted during the Steam Winter Sale! The Iffy Steam Holiday Sale ends on
January 3, so act fast!

Head over to our Publisher Page now!. Team Syukino Store:
Steam recently introduced individual creator stores. Now Team Syukino has one and you can follow it to get updated on fresh
new content instead of having to follow the games' groups.

https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33017016-Team-Syukino/#browse

Click here to find out more ^
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